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ABSTRACT: Lupus nephritis (LN) is among the main determinants
of poor prognosis in systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE). The
objective of this study was to 1) isolate and identify proteins con-
tained in the LN urinary protein signature (PS) of children with SLE;
2) assess the usefulness of the PS proteins for detecting activity of
LN over time. Using surface-enhanced or matrix-assisted laser de-
sorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry, the proteins
contained in the LN urinary PS were identified. They were transferrin
(Tf), ceruloplasmin (Cp), �1-acid-glycoprotein (AGP), lipocalin-type
prostaglandin-D synthetase (L-PGDS), albumin, and albumin-related
fragments. Serial plasma and urine samples were analyzed using
immunonephelometry or ELISA in 98 children with SLE (78%
African American) and 30 controls with juvenile idiopathic arthritis.
All urinary PS proteins were significantly higher with active vs.
inactive LN or in patients without LN (all p � 0.005), and their
combined area under the receiver operating characteristic curve was
0.85. As early as 3 mo before a clinical diagnosis of worsening LN,
significant increases of urinary Tf, AGP (both p � 0.0001), and
L-PGDS (p � 0.01) occurred, indicating that these PS proteins are
biomarkers of LN activity and may help anticipate the future course
of LN. (Pediatr Res 65: 530–536, 2009)

Systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) is an inflammatory
autoimmune disease and lupus nephritis (LN) is one of

the main determinants of poor prognosis (1). Currently, LN is
gauged by measuring circulating and excreted indicators of
renal dysfunction, with supporting information from kidney
biopsies. The latter constitute the current standard for diag-
nosing LN, providing a direct assessment of the presence,
severity, and activity of LN, and the degree of renal damage
(2). Because of the invasive nature of kidney biopsies, clini-

cians base LN activity and its therapy on the results of urinary
protein excretion, urinary sediment, creatinine clearance, and
serum albumin. These traditional markers are not accurate in
assessing whether active LN is present or not, and none of
them is predictive, i.e., can anticipate the course of LN.

Using surface-enhanced laser desorption/ionization time-
of-flight mass spectrometry (SELDI-TOF MS) technology, we
previously identified a LN urinary protein signature (PS),
consisting of eight candidate biomarkers at the mass-to-charge
ratios (m/z) of 2.763, 22, 23, 44, 56, 79, 100, and 133 kDa (3).

In this study, we present the identification of the specific
proteins contained in this PS of children with LN. We further
assayed plasma and urine samples of patients with SLE and
controls with juvenile idiopathic arthritis (JIA) to investigate
the concurrent and predictive validity of the PS proteins to
serve as biomarkers of LN activity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients with SLE. Children diagnosed with SLE (4) before the age of 16 y
(n � 98) were studied every 3 mo for up to 18 mo. At each study visit, blood
and random spot urine samples for research were obtained, and information
on the following laboratory measures was collected: BUN (urea), serum
creatinine, serum complement levels C3 and C4, presence of anti-dsDNA
antibodies, urine protein:creatinine ratio (normal �0.2), and creatinine clear-
ance approximated according to the Schwartz formula. At the participating
centers, kidney biopsies are obtained in patients with SLE when abnormal
urinalyses cannot be explained by mechanisms other than SLE. Thus, all
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children without kidney biopsies were considered to have SLE without LN.
The study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of the
Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center, and the IRBs of all other
participating centers, with informed consent obtained before any study-related
procedures.

SLE disease measures. At each study visit, two widely accepted measures
of disease activity were completed: the 2k-version of the Systemic Lupus
Erythematosus Disease Activity Index (SLEDAI) (5), and the British Isles
Lupus Activity Group (BILAG) Index (6), an index that has been developed
specially to assess organ-specific disease activity. SLEDAI or BILAG scores
of 0 indicate inactive disease, and higher scores represent higher disease
activity. Renal disease activity corresponds to SLEDAI or BILAG renal
scores of �0 or �1, respectively. At study entry, the Systemic Lupus
International Collaborating Clinics/ACR Damage Index (SDI; 0 � no dam-
age) was completed (7).

Controls with juvenile idiopathic arthritis. Like SLE, JIA is an inflam-
matory autoimmune disease. Although it rarely involves the kidney primarily,
theoretically nephrotoxic medications are the mainstay of JIA therapy. Thirty
children with JIA (26 White, 4 African American; F:M � 27:3) served as
controls, none of them had current or preceding laboratory abnormalities
suggestive of a chronic renal disease. Only cross-sectional data of 20 patients
with active and 10 with inactive JIA (as rated by their pediatric rheumatol-
ogist) were available for analysis.

Peptide mapping and protein identification. Details on the approach to
develop the LN PS with its eight candidate biomarkers have been published
(3). Briefly, these biomarkers were detected on at least two different Protein-
Chips, and displayed a �100-fold increase in peak intensity between groups.
Subsequently, three urine samples from each WHO class of patients with LN
and controls were lyophilized and redissolved with Laemmli sample buffer
(Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA) for SDS-PAGE, using 8% or 12%
Tris-Glycine gels with molecular weight standard markers (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA). Bands that showed the same molecular weights as the
candidate biomarker proteins (SELDI-TOF MS) were excised, then digested
with trypsin, and recovered for mass spectrometry (8,9). One-third of the
individual band was treated with elution solution (50% formic acid, 25%
acetonitrile, 15% isopropranolol, 10% water) to extract the proteins contained
in each band. These proteins were analyzed on a normal binding Protein-
Chip to confirm the aimed mass spectrum. Peptides recovered from the
in-gel digest were identified either via peptide mass fingerprints (PMFs)
on the SELDI-TOF platform, or MALDI-TOF/TOF MS via MS/MS
fragmentation with sequencing individual peptides. The use of both
methods was necessary as albumin or albumin fractions often were
present, and none of the various albumin removal approaches [albumin
depletion kit (QIAGEN, Qproteome albumin/IgG depletion kit, Valencia,
CA), immunoprecipitation (Dynabeads Protein G, Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA), urea treatment, and anion exchange spin column (ProteinChip Q spin
column, Bio-Rad laboratories)] succeeded in removing the albumin frac-
tion effectively.

For protein identification by SELDI-TOF MS, samples were dried on a surface
chip target plate followed by matrix application. In this format, the SELDI system
may be comparable with a conventional MALDI-TOF instrument and can be
used to collect PMFs spectra directly. Alternatively, samples were applied onto
the ProteinChip SEND-ID array. The peptide mapping data were standardized
using the All-in-One-Peptide Software (Bio-Rad Laboratories).

For MALDI-TOF/TOF MS, the excised peptides were desalted and con-
centrated on C18-micro-ZipTips as recommended by the vendor (Millipore,
Billerica, MA) and then spotted on the target plate in 2.5 mg/mL CHCA
containing 10 mM monobasic ammonium phosphate dissolved in 50% ace-
tonitrile. The monobasic ammonium phosphate suppresses ionization of
matrix clusters and enhances low mass range detection of peptides (10). PMFs
and MS/MS-fragmentation data were collected for each sample. Both
MALDI-TOF and TOF/TOF approaches were used, since the extreme abun-
dance of albumin fragments interfered with the PMF identification for many
of the bands. The acquired peptide data from SELDI-TOF MS were searched
via Mascot (Matrix Science, Boston, MA) database search engine and the
International Protein Index (IPI) human protein database. For the MALDI-
TOF MS/MS spectra, data were processed using an integrated GPSExplorer
interface from Applied Biosystems coupled to a local Mascot Server (Matrix
Science) with database searches against the entire NCBInr database. In either
case, standard Mascot statistical criteria were used to indicate positive protein
identification.

Quantitative testing of the identified proteins. We measured plasma and
urinary transferrin (Tf), plasma ceruloplasmin (Cp), plasma �-1-acid-
glycoprotein (AGP, also: orosomucoid), as well as plasma and urine lipocalin-
type prostaglandin-D synthetase (L-PGDS) by immunonephelometry (Dade
Behring BNII Prospect, Marburg, Germany). Urinary Cp was quantified by
ELISA (Human Ceruloplasmin ELISA Quantitation Kit; Genway Biotech,

Inc., San Diego, CA); and urinary AGP by ELISA (Human Orosomucoid
ELISA Quantitation Kit; Genway Biotech).

Statistical analysis. We inspected the central tendency, dispersion, and
skewness of PS-protein levels and found them to all fit well into normal
distributions after log transformation. Hence, log-transformed PS-protein
levels were used in the formal statistical analyses, and results related to the PS
proteins are presented using geometric means after their log-transformed
means were converted back to original values by taking exponentials.

Using data from the first study visit only, PS-protein concentrations in
three groups of patients with SLE (children with active LN; those with
inactive LN and those without LN) and between two control groups with
active JIA or inactive JIA, respectively, were tested for statistically important

Table 1. Demographics and disease features of children with SLE
at baseline

Parameter n Mean (SE)

Number of
patients with

score � 0

Gender (female:male)
81:17 98

Race
American Indian 2
Asian 2
African American 76
Pacific Islander 1
White 17

Ethnicity
Hispanic 12
Non-Hispanic 86

Age (y) 98 15.4 (0.49)
Disease duration (y) 98 4.3 (1.11)
Current medications

Prednisone (mg/d) 67 17.2 (2.0)
Azathioprine, mycophenolate

mofetil, methotrexate
52

Cyclophosphamide* 23
Angiotensin blocking agents 29

No lupus nephritis 36
Lupus nephritis†

WHO Class 2 5
WHO class 3 17
WHO class 4 22
WHO class 5 18

Disease activity
SLEDAI‡

Renal 2.0 (0.35) 68
Extrarenal 98 3.5 (0.31) 25

BILAG§
Renal 2.0 (0.34) 61
Extrarenal 3.4 (0.31) 13

Disease damage
SDI�

Renal 98 0.07 (0.03) 91
Extrarenal 0.45 (0.11) 72

* Six patients were treated with cyclophosphamide at enrollment.
† Classified as per Churg J, Bernstein J, Glassock RJ. Renal Disease:

Classification and Atlas of Glomerular Diseases. 2nd Ed. Igaku-Shoin,
New York, 1995.

‡ SLEDAI: Systemic Lupus Erythematosus Disease Activity Index, version
2k; 0 � inactive disease. Renal disease activity equals the sum of the items
addressing renal disease. Extrarenal disease activity considers scores of all but
the renal domain items.

§ BILAG: British Isles Lupus Activity Group index. Renal disease activity
corresponds to the renal domain score of the BILAG. Extrarenal disease
activity considers all other BILAG domain scores. Alphabetical BILAG score
were converted into numericals as follows: A � 9; B � 3; C � 1; D or E �
0; 0 � inactive disease.

� SDI: Systemic Lupus International Collaborating Clinics/ACR Damage
Index; 0 � no damage.
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differences under a multivariate fixed effect model (or ANOVA model)
framework, after adjusting for patients’ characteristics such as age, gender,
and race. Active LN was defined as a renal SLEDAI score �0 or a renal
BILAG score �1 (11), respectively. For analysis of longitudinal data with
repeated observations on each patient, a random effect (i.e., the patient) was
added to the previous fixed effect models to account for within-patient
correlation. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were constructed,
and the area under each ROC curve (AUCROC: range 0–1) was calculated (12)
to assess performance of the PS proteins in discriminating between the
presence vs. absence of LN activity. An AUCROC of 1.0 represents a perfect
biomarker whereas a value of 0.5 is no better than expected by chance.
Statistical computations were conducted using SAS version 9.1 (SAS, Cary,
NC) software. p values �0.05 were considered statistically significant.

RESULTS

Characteristics of patients with SLE. Characteristics of the
children with SLE are summarized in Table 1. At study entry,
there were 26 patients with active LN (renal SLEDAI � 0), 36
with inactive LN, and 36 who never had LN. For patients with
SLE, a total of 347 visits (249 follow-up visits) were available
for analysis with all children having had a minimum of two
study visits.
Identification LN protein signature proteins. The LN uri-

nary PS consisted of eight proteins with MS peaks-to-charge
ratios (m/z) of 2.763, 22, 23, 44, 56, 79, 100, and 133 kDa (3).
We identified the 23 kDa band as L-PGDS; the 56 kDa as
AGP or orosomucoid; the 79 kDa as Tf; and the 133 kDa as

Cp, respectively. The remaining four bands of the LN urinary
PS represented albumin or albumin fragments, which were not
further, examine for their relationship to the features of LN
because we were unable to extract any specific proteins that
might have been contained in these bands by our methods.

In the following, the plasma concentrations of Tf, Cp, AGP,
and L-PGDS are reported in mg/dL; urinary concentrations of
the PS-proteins are reported as 1) absolute concentrations in
the urine: Tf and L-PGDS in mg/dL, Cp and AGP in ng/mL
urine, respectively; 2) corrected for urinary creatinine (in
mg/mL); and 3) corrected for nonselective proteinuria as
estimated by the protein:creatinine ratio.
Differences between JIA and SLE. At the first study visit,

the mean � SE of the urinary concentrations (per mL urine) of
Tf, Cp, AGP (all p � 0.0001), and L-PGDS (p � 0.0025) were
markedly higher in children with SLE than those with JIA.
Plasma levels of all PS proteins were comparable between
children with SLE vs. JIA, with the exception of plasma Tf,
where levels were higher with JIA than SLE (JIA: 304 � 9.6
vs. SLE: 250 � 5.8; p � 0.002).
PS proteins in patients with SLE. PS proteins were unre-

lated to SLE patients’ weight, gender, race, ethnicity (Hispanic/
Non-Hispanic), the use of angiotensin blocking medications,
or disease duration.

Figure 1. Plasma concentrations of the
PS-proteins. Values are means and SE in
mg/dL. Significant differences are based
on Tukey post-hoc testing. The histograms
show the level of the PS-proteins, Tf (A),
Cp (B), AGP (C), and L-PGDS (D). SLE
patients with active lupus nephritis (LN),
inactive LN or without LN are compared
with groups were defined by the SLEDAI.
Twenty children with active and 10 with
inactive JIA served as controls. Significant
differences between groups are indicated
as follows: *p � 0.02; **p � 0.01; ¶p �
0.001; §p � 0.0002.

Figure 2. Urinary concentration of the
PS-proteins. Values are means and SE.
Significant differences are based on Tukey
post-hoc testing. The histograms show uri-
nary concentrations of Tf (A), Cp (B), AGP
(C), and L-PGDS (D) for the groups de-
fined as Figure 1. Uncorrected PS-protein
levels (per mL or dL of urine) are depicted.
Significant differences between groups are
indicated as follows: *p � 0.004; **p �
0.002; ¶p � 0.00001.
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Comparison of PS-protein plasma concentrations in the
three groups of patients with SLE (no LN, active LN, inactive
LN) and the two groups of controls (active JIA, inactive JIA)
is shown in Figure 1, supporting only statistically significant
differences of Tf plasma levels among the groups of patients
with SLE, whereas the plasma levels of the other PS proteins
appear not to be relevant biomarkers of LN.

Figures 2-4 depict the comparison of urinary concentrations
of the PS proteins considering absolute levels (per dL or mL
of urine; Fig. 2), levels standardized by urinary creatinine
(Fig. 3) or nonselective proteinuria (Fig. 4), respectively.
Patients with SLE with active LN had much higher levels of
all PS proteins per mL or dL of urine (Fig. 2) or standardized
by urinary creatinine (Fig. 3), with statistically significant
differences indicated in the figures. Corrected for nonselective
proteinuria, only urinary Tf and CP levels continued to be
higher with active LN, suggesting that their excretion in-
creases to a higher degree than nonselective proteinuria. Con-
versely, although urinary AGP and L-PGDS were significantly
higher with active compared with inactive LN (Table 3),
increases were less pronounced than those of nonselective
proteinuria. Significant differences between SLE groups per-
sisted only for Tf and L-PGDS once PS proteins were cor-
rected for nonselective proteinuria, as is indicated in Figure 4.
Use of the BILAG instead of the SLEDAI to classify SLE
groups according to LN activity yielded comparable results as
shown for the SLEDAI in Figures 1 to 4.
PS proteins differentiate better than traditional measures

with the features of LN. Table 2 provides a cross-sectional
comparison of PS proteins and traditional laboratory measures
for their ability to identify active LN or renal damage. Besides
the protein:creatinine ratio, the levels of none of the other
traditional laboratory markers, including serum creatinine and
BUN (data not shown), demonstrated important differences
among patients with active vs. inactive LN. Among seven
patients with SLE with renal damage, both the levels of
plasma Tf and all urinary PS proteins were significantly higher
than in patients with SLE without renal damage. However, six
patients with renal damage had concomitantly active LN.

The AUCROC was calculated to assess the concurrent va-
lidity of the PS proteins and the traditional renal biomarkers to

diagnose the presence of active LN as measured by the
SLEDAI and the BILAG, respectively (Table 3). Individual
urinary PS proteins in performed all in the fair to good range
according to current ROC interpretation standards (12), they
were all better diagnostic markers of active LN than tradi-
tional renal biomarkers (all AUCROC �0.63) with the excep-
tion was the urine protein:creatinine ratio with an AUCROC at
0.91 (SLEDAI) and 0.85 (BILAG), respectively.
PS-proteins may predict the future course of LN. Figure 5

depicts the absolute levels of urinary PS proteins over time in
relation to changes in LN activity as measured by the SLE-
DAI. Urinary levels of Tf, AGP, and L-PGDS significantly
increased (SLEDAI: all p � 0.009) at least 3 mo before the
clinical diagnosis of worsening LN activity (month 0) and
continued to be elevated at the time of the clinically diagnosed
LN flare. Cp levels did not show a consistent pattern with the
course of LN. None of the traditional biomarkers, including
the protein: creatinine ratio was predictive of the course of
LN. Similar results were observed when the BILAG instead of
the SLEDAI was used to determine the course of LN.

Figure 3. Urinary concentration of the
PS-proteins. Values are means and SE.
Significant differences are based on Tukey
post-hoc testing. The histograms show uri-
nary concentrations of Tf (A), Cp (B), AGP
(C), and L-PGDS (D) for the groups de-
fined as Figure 1. PS-protein excretion
standardized by urine creatinine (mg/mL
urine) is shown. Significant differences be-
tween groups are indicated as follows:
*p � 0.0005; **p � 0.0001; §p � 0.05;
¶p � 0.001.

Figure 4. Urinary concentration of the PS-proteins. Values are means and
SE. Significant differences are based on Tukey post-hoc testing. The histo-
grams show urinary concentrations of Tf (A), Cp (B), AGP (C), and L-PGDS
(D) for the groups defined as Figure 1. PS-protein excretion standardized by
nonselective proteinuria is depicted with significant differences between
groups indicated as follows: *p � 0.05; **p � 0.005; §p � 0.02; ¶ p � 0.009.
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DISCUSSION

There is a need for high-quality accurate biomarkers to
judge LN activity and renal damage with SLE. In this study,
we chose a proteomic approach for the discovery of novel LN
biomarkers and identified a set of PS proteins (i.e., Tf, Cp,
AGP, and L-PGDS). In quantitative analysis, particularly
urinary rather than plasma levels of the PS proteins increased
significantly with the presence of active LN. The increased
urinary excretion of the PS proteins could not simply be
explained by concomitant increases of nonselective protein-

uria. Different from all traditional laboratory measures of LN,
we have initial evidence that Tf, AGP, and L-PGDS constitute
predictive biomarkers of worsening LN activity.

We found high and increasing urinary levels of Tf associ-
ated with active LN and impending worsening of LN flares. Tf
is coregulated by interferon-�, involved in iron delivery, and
the innate immune system. Plasma Tf levels were correlated to
global SLE disease activity in the past (13). Thus, our study
confirms these earlier findings in SLE, and new evidence is
provided that urinary Tf excretion may represent a predictive
biomarker for LN.

Cp plays a critical physiologic role in controlling the rate of
iron efflux from cells with mobilizable iron (14). Like Tf,
plasma Cp has been recommended as a marker of global SLE
disease activity (13,15). Conversely, our results support that
urinary Cp concentrations only differ with LN activity rather
than extrarenal disease activity. Possibly, because urinary Cp
levels vary widely in SLE, we were unable to detect a
meaningful relationship to the course of LN.

AGP is a predictive biomarker for diabetic renal disease
(16), and we provide initial evidence that this is also the case
for LN. More importantly, urine concentrations of AGP (sim-
ilar to Tf and L-PGDS) seem useful to anticipate LN flares,
i.e., these markers may allow clinicians to preemptively adjust
therapy before the appearance of overt worsening of LN.
Previous studies proposed plasma AGP to be a biomarker of
SLE global disease activity (17,18). Our results support this

Table 2. Concurrent validity in SLE—biomarker concentrations with active and inactive lupus nephritis*

Disease
activity

Protein signature proteins† Traditional biomarkers‡

Urinary Tf Urinary Cp/1000
Urinary

AGP/1000
Urinary
L-PGDS GFR C3 C4

Protein
creatinine ratio

SLEDAI renal
Absent 0.01 (0.01–0.03) 0.49 (0.36–0.66) 1.55 (1.15–2.08) 0.09 (0.07–0.12) 78 (67–133) 64.3 (56.1–73.7) 9.5 (8.1–11.0) 0.05 (0.04–0.08)
Present 0.09 (0.04–0.22) 0.98 (0.63–1.50) 2.53 (1.74–3.68) 0.16 (0.12–0.22) 64 (50–128) 57.9 (47.3–70.9) 11.3 (8.9–14.3) 0.32 (0.19–0.52)
p �0.0001 0.004 0.005 �0.0001 NS§ NS NS �0.0001

SLEDAI
extrarenal

Absent 0.02 (0.01–0.04) 0.45 (0.29–0.72) 1.45 (0.98–2.15) 0.09 (0.07–0.13) 67 (52–86) 72.5 (58.8–89.3) 13.3 (10.4–16.9) 0.09 (0.05–0.17)
Present 0.03 (0.01–0.06) 0.66 (0.48–0.90) 1.91 (1.40–2.61) 0.11 (0.09–0.15) 76 (66–89) 59.4 (52.0–67.9) 9.01 (7.8–10.4) 0.09 (0.06–0.14)
p NS NS NS NS NS NS 0.007 NS

BILAG renal
Absent 0.01 (0.00–0.02) 0.44 (0.32–0.61) 1.33 (0.98–1.81) 0.09 (0.07–0.12) 80 (68–95) 66.5 (57.5–77.0) 9.7 (8.2–11.5) 0.04 (0.03–0.06)
Present 0.11 (0.05–0.26) 0.92 (0.62–1.37) 2.67 (1.88–3.79) 0.14 (0.11–0.19) 64 (52–79) 55.3 (46.2–66.3) 10.2 (8.3–12.5) 0.23 (0.16–0.35)
p �0.0001 0.003 �0.0001 0.004 NS NS NS �0.0001

BILAG
extrarenal

Absent 0.01 (0.00–0.03) 0.54 (0.31–0.95) 1.54 (0.97–2.44) 0.08 (0.06–0.12) 63 (46–86) 72.7 (56.6–93.4) 10.8 (7.9–14.6) 0.11 (0.05–0.23)
Present 0.03 (0.01–0.06) 0.60 (0.44–0.81) 1.80 (1.32–2.46) 0.12 (0.09–0.15) 76 (66–88) 59.9 (52.6–68.3) 9.73 (8.4–11.3) 0.09 (0.06–0.13)
p 0.032 NS NS NS NS NS NS NS

SDI renal
Absent 0.02 (0.01–0.04) 0.59 (0.41–0.85) 1.53 (1.07–2.17) 0.10 (0.07–0.13) 82 (69–98) 62.4 (53.7–72.4) 9.10 (7.5–11.0) 0.09 (0.06–0.15)
Present 2.48 (0.15–42) 2.02 (0.55–7.44) 9.65 (2.23–41.65) 0.36 (0.13–0.99) 51 (28–91) 42.2 (25.0–71.4) 10.6 (5.5–20.6) 0.83 (0.17–3.98)
p 0.001 0.080 0.018 0.016 NS NS NS 0.011

SDI extrarenal
Absent 0.02 (0.01–0.04) 0.65 (0.43–0.98) 1.47 (0.99–2.20) 0.09 (0.07–0.13) 84 (69–102) 61.9 (52.2–73.2) 8.92 (7.2–11.0) 0.10 (0.06–0.18)
Present 0.08 (0.02–0.37) 0.65 (0.32–1.31) 2.61 (1.28–5.31) 0.17 (0.10–0.29) 68 (49–94) 57.2 (43.2–75.7) 10.0 (7.1–14.3) 0.14 (0.06–0.36)
p NS NS NS NS NS NS NS NS

* Values are geometric means (95% confidence intervals).
† Urinary concentrations of Tf in mg/dL, Cp in ng/mL, AGP in ng/mL, and L-PGDS in mg/dL.
‡ C3 and C4 all in mg/dL; GFR in mL/min/1.73m2; protein:creatinine ratio (no units).
§ NS, not significant.
For additional legend, see Table 1.

Table 3. Area under the ROC curve of protein biomarkers for LN
activity and damage*

Measure of LN SLEDAI-2k BILAG SDI

Protein signature proteins
Plasma Tf 0.54 0.57 0.69
Urinary Tf 0.80 0.81 0.84
Urinary Cp 0.68 0.80 0.73
Urinary AGP 0.76 0.81 0.87
Urinary L-PGDS 0.71 0.73 0.79
All LN protein biomarkers 0.84 0.85 0.88

Traditional renal biomarkers
Creatinine clearance 0.45 0.50 0.39
Protein–creatinine ratio 0.91 0.85 0.76
Complement C3 0.58 0.63 0.75
Complement C4 0.60 0.49 0.64

* Urine concentration of proteins is shown per ml urine.
For additional legend, see Tables 1 and 2.
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(data not shown) but we also provide evidence that urinary
AGP constitutes a biomarker of LN rather than extrarenal
disease activity.

Lipocalins play a role in many biologic processes, among
them immune responses and prostaglandin synthesis.
L-PGDS, a lipocalin, is involved in nitric oxide regulation and
the induction of apoptosis in the kidney. L-PGDS has not been
previously found to be a LN biomarker. Urine and plasma
L-PGDS are considered sensitive indicators of chemotherapy-
induced renal damage and diabetes-associated hypertension
(19,20). We found urinary L-PGDS unrelated to the creatinine
clearance in both JIA and SLE; L-PGDS also did not signif-
icantly change with cyclophosphamide exposure in patients
with SLE. Reason for these discrepancies might be that our
patients had all normal or only minimally decreased creatinine
clearance, and that there was at least a 3-wk time lag from a
previous i.v. cyclophosphamide dose.

We confirm the result of a recent study that Tf and AGP are
part of the LN PS (21) but were unable to detect hepcidin, a
protein recently identified via SELDI-TOF MS (22). This
might have been due to differences in the experimental ap-
proach, including the study of children instead of adults with
SLE. Biomarker discovery in children may have a distinct
advantage as children generally lack comorbidities, increasing
the likelihood of detecting specific biomarkers.

Further research is needed to compare the usefulness of the
PS proteins to that of other recently discovered LN biomark-
ers, including neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (11)
or various urinary chemokines.

At present, there is no agreement how best to interpret
protein biomarkers derived by protein profiling. Hence, it
remains unclear whether absolute uncorrected concentrations
in the urine, levels standardized by urine creatinine excretion,
or even protein-adjusted levels are most suited for analysis.
Like others (22), however, our data support that correction of
absolute biomarker levels for urinary creatinine does not
importantly change the principle properties of the PS proteins

for detecting LN activity. Even when we corrected the PS
proteins for the nonselective proteinuria, statistically signifi-
cant differences between patients with SLE without LN, inac-
tive LN, and active LN often persisted. The results of the latter
analyses will need to be confirmed under consideration of the
limitations of protein:creatinine ratios, possibly correcting for
microalbuminuria rather than nonselective proteinuria (23).

At present, there is no universally accepted gold standard
for the measurement of LN activity. For this study, we chose
to use the two widely accepted SLE disease activity indices
(SLEDAI and BILAG). The relevance of our findings is
strengthened by the fact that the PS proteins performed sim-
ilarly well to capture and anticipate the course of LN, irre-
spective of the index used. Compared with the BILAG, the
SLEDAI considers only proteinuria and the urinary sediment
in the calculation of the LN activity score. Thus, a close
association between the protein:creatinine ratio and LN activ-
ity and an AUCROC were expected when using the SLEDAI.
Given the sensitivity of moderately elevated protein:creatinine
ratio to angiotensin blocking medications and its unproven
ability for predicting LN flares, we consider Tf, CP, AGP, and
L-PGDS to be promising LN biomarkers, as their levels do not
seem to change with the use of angiotensin inhibiting medi-
cations and even help to discriminate patients who are at risk
of a future LN flare.

A limitation of our study may be that we could not consider
effectively the findings of renal biopsy specimens for their
relationship to the PS proteins. We did not have a sufficient
numbers of urine samples collected at the time of kidney
biopsy to present sound results on the relationship of the PS
proteins and the complex features of LN histology. Similarly,
the relationship of the PS proteins to the presence or devel-
opment of renal damage will need further study, as the ma-
jority of children with renal damage also had active LN
concurrently.

In summary, Tf, Cp, AGP, and L-PGDS are promising LN
biomarkers. Their initial validation suggests superior measure-

Figure 5. Changes of the PS-proteins in relationship to future changes in LN activity. Values are geometric means of uncorrected urinary levels of Tf (A), Cp
(B), AGP (C), and L-PGDS (D) at months �6, �3 and 0, respectively. Month 0 is the time point when the clinical diagnosis of the course of LN is made and
months �3 corresponds to the time point of 3 mo before the clinical diagnosis of the LN flare. “Improved LN” describes the course of LN with decreasing renal
SLEDAI scores; “worse LN” describes the course of LN associated with an increase of the renal SLEDAI scores; “stable active LN” describes patients with stable
renal SLEDAI scores �0; and “inactive LN” describes the course of continuously inactive LN (renal SLEDAI � 0). Significant differences in the levels between
two consecutive visits are indicated in the plots as follows. §p � 0.009; ¶p � 0.0001; *p � 0.001. The above defined LN courses are depicted as follows:
Improved LN, squares; Worsened LN, circles; Stable active LN, triangles; Inactive LN, diamonds.
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ment properties compared with most traditional LN biomark-
ers and that Tf, AGP, and L-PGDS are candidates of a novel
set of predictive LN biomarkers. Additional validation studies
are mandatory to evaluate the usefulness of such a LN renal
panel to predict the course of LN, the severity of kidney
pathology, and the future development of renal damage
with SLE.
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